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Activity Six
Digital Visitor or Resident Quiz

Are you a digital visitor or resident? Take the quiz below to find out. Answer TRUE or FALSE to 

each statement as it applies to you.

1. You see yourself as a user of the Internet, not a member. 

2. The Internet should only be used to answer a question.         

3. The Internet is a tool to complete a task.        

4. You are concerned about your privacy on the Internet.

5. You have NO digital identity on the Internet.

6. You use the Internet to accomplish a specific task.

7. The Internet is NO place to get together with friends and other people.        

8. You do your banking on the Internet.

9. You don’t post photos on social media.

10. You do research on the Internet for a project.

11. You never take part in discussion boards.

If you answered mostly TRUE, then you are a digital visitor. If you answered mostly FALSE, then 

you are a digital resident. 

TRUE   FALSE

TRUE   FALSE

TRUE   FALSE

TRUE   FALSE

TRUE   FALSE

TRUE   FALSE

TRUE   FALSE

TRUE   FALSE

TRUE   FALSE

TRUE   FALSE

TRUE   FALSE
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Motivation Through Affirmation

Affirmations are a type of emotional support. They are things you say to yourself for 

motivation or encouragement. An affirmation is an effective coping skill when faced with an 

emotional problem. Here are 7 of the top affirmations many people use:

• “I am enough.”

• “I believe in myself.”

• “I love who I am.”

• “I am in charge of my own happiness.”

You can say these statements to yourself every morning when you wake up. You can have 

them written on a mirror you look at every day. You can set a reminder on your phone to give 

you one of these statements periodically throughout the day. You can take a moment during 

a stressful time to meditate over these words.

There are lots of common generalized affirmations you can adopt for yourself. If you want to 

create your own customized version, follow these steps:

1. What areas in your life are you not happy with? What would you like to change? For 

example: You get angry easily.

2. Think of an achievable goal to solve this area you want to change. For example: You want to 

be calmer.

3. Turn negatives into positives. For example: You get angry easily because you are passionate.

4. Write your affirmation in the present tense. For example: “I will stay calm when I feel 

passionate about something.”

5. Say your affirmation with feeling.

Come up with your own affirmation following the steps above. Choose a way you want 

to deliver this affirmation. You can use one of the ones mentioned above. Or, you can use 

multiple ways. Or you can come up with your own way. Remember to be consistent with your 

affirmations. Choose something simple and keep at it. See if you notice a change over time.

Activity Five

• “My life is filled with goodness.”

• “My difficulties are opportunities.”

• “I am perfect just the way I am.”
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Create Your Own Coping Skills Adventure

There are six key types of coping skills: 

  1. Comfort

  4. Expression

 
Refer to Chapter 5 “Coping Skills” Reading Passage (page 32) for examples of each type 

of coping skill. Your task will be to create a scenario-based adventure that highlights 

each of these coping skills. For each scenario, you will provide at least 2 options. The 

game-player will choose the best option that fits the scenario. Depending on the option 

they choose, they will progress to the next scenario. There doesn’t need to be a “correct” 

or “incorrect” option to choose. Rather, each option reflects a different coping skill that 

the player can choose. Examples are given below.

Scenario: You get a bad haircut the day before picture day at school. How do you cope?

Option 1 – Opposite: You look in the mirror and think of ways to make the best of a bad 

situation.

Option 2 – Support: Ask for help from a friend or family member. Visit a different hairdresser 

and ask if anything can be done.

If Option 2 is chosen, the follow-up scenario could be as follows:

Scenario: You visit a different hairdresser to see if anything can be done to fix your hair. 

As the hairdresser tries a different style, he accidentally burns your cheek with the curling 

iron. How do you cope?

Option 1 – Meditate: Take a few deep breaths. Remind yourself that it can be fixed.

Option 2 – Distract: Close your eyes and don’t think about it.

If Option 1 is chosen, the follow-up scenario could be as follows:

Scenario: When you get home, you look at the damage of the burn on your cheek. You 

know you can cover it up with some foundation. When you look through your make-up 

bag, you can’t find it. How do you cope?

Option 1 – Distract: Take a break from the bad day you’re having and watch a movie.

Option 2 – Expression: Share your feelings about your day by writing in a journal.

2. Distract

5. Meditate

3. Opposite

6. Support
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The Game of Risk or Reward

Play this game to experience how risk and reward works. Players will risk their collection of 

cards for the chance of winning more.

Items needed: 

• A standard deck of cards. 

• A standard die. 

• A piece of paper and pencil for each player.

Objective: End up with the most cards at the end of the game.

Set-up: Each player starts with 10 standard playing cards. The value doesn’t matter. 

Rules: The game will be played in 5 rounds.

1. To participate in the round, each player will give up 1 card. If the player chooses not to 

play, they can keep their cards.

2. The players participating in the round will make a prediction as to which number will 

come up when a standard die is rolled. The player will have to give up 1 card per guess. 

Each player will write their guesses down on a piece of paper, keeping it hidden. 

3. Have one of the players roll the die. The players who guessed correctly will split the 

number of cards that were given up at the start of the round.

4. Play continues in this way for 4 more rounds. The player with the most cards left over at 

the end of the game wins.

What is learned: Players should learn that the fewer guesses they make, the higher the 

risk is that they will lose. However, the greater the reward as they didn’t risk too many of 

their cards. The more guesses they make, the lower the risk that they will lose. However, the 

reward is lower as they had to risk more of their cards.

Activity Three
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Forms of Collaboration

What does collaboration mean to you?

Activity Two

Collaboration means to work together as a group. It also means to cooperate. Like 

working together for the same reason. Or to be on the same page. It lets people work 

together to fix a problem. There are two forms of this: synchronous and asynchronous.

Synchronous is when everyone is working in real time. Like working together in the same 

room. Or working online at the same time.

Asynchronous is when everyone is working at different times. Like sending an email. Or to 

put content on the web.

Here are examples of people working together. Which form does each show? Circle the 

right one.

1. Wyatt goes over to Lucy’s house to work on a project.

 REAL TIME  DIFFERENT TIMES

2. Sarah emails her part of the essay to James.

 REAL TIME  DIFFERENT TIMES

3. Joshua gets Hunter’s research from the web.

 REAL TIME  DIFFERENT TIMES

4. Riley and Petra think of ideas over web chat.

 REAL TIME  DIFFERENT TIMES

5. Finn has to wake up early to talk with Lee online.

 REAL TIME  DIFFERENT TIMES 
 

1. real time

2. different times

3. different times 

4. real time

5. real time
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Activity One
Achieving Calmness Through Yoga and Meditation

Equanimity is an emotional state that allows you to stay calm. But how can you stay 

calm? There are many different coping mechanisms that will help you stay calm. If you 

like art, painting can be quite calming. Taking deep breaths will help. Yoga practice and 

meditation are other good options. Below is an example yoga and meditation practice. 

Look up the terms online or watch some videos to get the right positions. Give these a try 

and see if they help you achieve equanimity.

Yoga Practice
• Start in “child’s pose”. Take a few deep breaths in this pose. When you’re ready, come up to 

“table-top” position. 

• Inhale as you arch your back and look up. Exhale as you curl your back and look down. 

Repeat this a few times. End in “table-top” position. 

• Extend your right leg back. Extend your left arm forward. Hold this for a few breaths. Then, 

come back to neutral and extend the opposite leg and arm. Hold this for a few more 

breaths. Come back to neutral. 

• Send your hips up and back into “down-dog” position. Keep your arms straight and peddle 

your feet. Inhale and lift up onto your toes. Exhale and lower your feet flat to the ground.

• Walk your feet to your hands. Take a few breaths as you let your arms hang down. Inhale 

and lift your hands onto your shins and flatten your back. Exhale and let your arms hang. 

Take a deep breath in as you lift up to standing. Exhale and lower your arms to the side. 

Meditation Practice
• Sit with your legs crossed on something comfortable, like a pillow. Sit up straight, shoulders  

rolled back. Rest your hands on your knees, palms facing up. Close your eyes.

• Take a deep breath in. Slowly exhale. Repeat this deep breathing throughout the practice.

• Imagine a calming place. It can be a meadow, a lakefront, or a local hiking trail. Picture  

this place in your mind.

• Imagine reaching out and touching a tree trunk, or a park bench, or a fallen leaf. 

• Imagine the wind blowing against your skin. Focus on your breathing.

• Continue to imagine all the details of your calming location. When you’re ready, slowly  

open your eyes.
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Risk vs. Reward
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1. Kai wants to run a marathon. He wants to start training at  

 a local gym. He’s worried that he won’t be in as good  

 shape as other people who go. Is the risk worth the    

 reward? Why or why not? 

2. Morena is asked to co-sign a loan for her friend. She is worried that her friend won’t be   

 able to make the payments. If that happens, Morena will be responsible. Is the risk worth   

 the reward? Why or why not?

3.   With a straight line, connect each word on the left with its meaning on the right.

consequences

opportunities

stress

balance

guidelines

strategy

General rules to follow.

The effect of something happening.

The chance to do something.

When something is even or equal to 

another.

A plan.

Feeling pressure from something 

happening.

1

3

2

4

5

6

A

B

C

D

E

F
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Risk vs. Reward
1.  Put a checkmark (3) next to the answer that is most correct. 

 a) What is the first step in balancing the relationship of risk and reward?

   A Level of risk.

   B Level of reward.

   C Level of stress. 

   D Level of opportunity.

 b) What is the second step in balancing the relationship of risk and reward?

   A Level of risk.

   B Level of reward.

   C Level of stress. 

   D Level of opportunity.

2. Match the level of risk-taking to the scenario.

Low

Medium

High

Breaking a promise to a friend.

Using your friends’ collected 

campsite rental money  

on a bet at the casino.

Ordering pineapple on a pizza  

for a group of friends.

1

2

3

A

B

C
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Risk vs. Reward
Actions have consequences or rewards. It is a gamble. 

Taking risks with your relationships can lead to something 

good or bad. Not taking the risk at all will lead to nothing. 

For example, taking the risk to ask a co-worker to hang 

out after work could lead to friendship. Or, it could lead to 

rejection. However, not taking the risk at all will surely lead 

to staying where you are. When faced with this situation, 

you must ask yourself: do you take the risk and possibly make a new friend? Or do you do 

nothing and surely stay where you are?

Taking risks can lead to opportunities. Its important to know 

when to take the risk and when to hold back. You will need 

to learn to balance this relationship of risk and reward.The  

first step in balancing this relationship is recognizing your 

level of risk. You must know what level of risk you’re comfortable taking.

“The higher the risk, the 
higher the reward.” But 
also, the higher the loss.

Below is a chart that shows the different levels of risk-takers.

Risk-Taker Level Description Example

Low You take risks that don’t carry a lot 
of bad outcomes. But the rewards 
are small.

You risk trying a new potato chip 
flavor. If you don’t like it, you’re only 
out a couple of bucks.

Medium You take risks that carry some bad 
outcomes. But the rewards are 
equal.

You risk being late to a concert by 
taking a later flight. It will save you 
a couple hundred dollars.

High You take risks that carry a lot of 
bad outcomes. But the rewards 
are bigger.

You invest in a company that 
could triple the amount of money 
you put in. Or it could take it all.

Anthony is on a first date. His partner wants to go rock climbing. Anthony is afraid of heights. 

He takes the risk and goes rock climbing. He’s hoping to impress his partner.

What level of risk-taker is Anthony? Circle one:  Low  Medium      High
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3. Taking risks isn’t easy. Some people will feel some   

 level of stress when taking risks. How we cope with   

 stress will help deal with the outcomes of taking risks.  

 Do some research into dealing with stress. What are  

 the different ways someone can react to stress? What  

 are some strategies to dealing with stress? Create a  

 plan that will help someone cope with stress while   

 taking risks. The goal is to minimize the downsides to  

 risk-taking. 

Graphic Organizer

4. Use the graphic organizer on page 12 to help make guidelines to follow so you stay  

 within your risk comfort level.

 The “goal-planning system” graphic organizer allows you to weigh the benefits,  

 consequences, obstacles, and solutions of a goal. Make a plan when setting a goal.  

 Write today’s date and the target date. The target date is the day you want the goal to  

 be reached. List the goal. List any benefits and consequences as a result of this goal. List  

 the obstacles and solutions you may come across. Review your plan. Follow this plan in  

 order to stay within your risk comfort level.

Risk vs. Reward
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Problem-solving involves a series of steps:

 

In order to complete Step 3, you need to make a decision. This involves the decision-making 

process. You can either be a rational decision-maker, or an irrational decision-maker. You 

can also be both. First, use rational decision-making to gather all information. Make an 

informal decision. Then, use irrational decision-making to evaluate your choice. Use your gut 

feeling to decide whether you feel good about your choice. 

 

Practice this method of using your decision-making skills to solve a problem. Follow the steps 

below.

1. What is the problem? ________________________________________________________________

2. Brainstorm solutions: __________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

3. a) Informal decision: _________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

b) Gut feeling: _________________________________________________________________________

c) Chosen solution: _____________________________________________________________________

 
4. Testing phase. 

5. Did your solution solve the problem?   Yes    No

If no, go back to Step 3 and choose a different solution.

15

Solve Problems with Decision-Making

3

1. Identify the problem.

4. Test the solution.

2. Find solutions.

5. Evaluate the solution.

3. Pick a solution.
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TRUE FALSE     a)  When two people collaborate on something, one person is   
      helping the other achieve their goal.

TRUE FALSE     b) It’s better to never take any risks.

TRUE FALSE     c) Exercise is a great way to help cope with stress or anxiety.

TRUE FALSE     d) A collaborator is someone who can lead.

TRUE FALSE     e) Rational decision-making uses intuition.

TRUE FALSE     f) Task-based coping is when you talk out something in your life  
     that causes stress.

Comprehension Quiz

Part B

SUBTOTAL:       /8
19

2

24

6

Part A

 Circle   TRUE if the statement is TRUE or FALSE if it is FALSE. 

 Put a checkmark (3) next to the answer that is most correct. 

 a) What is NOT a form of successful collaboration?

   A Looking for solutions.

   B Owning mistakes.

   C Listening to others. 

   D Taking credit of others’ work.

 b) What will a good problem solver NOT have?  

   A Emotional intelligence.

   B Lack of emotional control.

   C Creative mindset. 

   D Risk management.
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Across
2. Keeping things secret.
3. To be counted on. Dependable.
7. Being sure of yourself.
9. To think deeply on something.
11. An emotional state that allows you to stay 
calm.
12. Your gut feeling.
14. A collection of different things.
15. Feeling panicked over something.

anxiety
balance
confident
consequences
diversity
efficient
empathy
equanimity
intuition
meditate
motive
privacy
rational
reliable
strategy

Word List1.

2.

3. 4. 5.

6.

7.

8. 9.

10.

11.

12. 13.

14.

15.

Down

1. Something is even or equal to another.
4. Finishing something quickly and well.
5. Understanding the feelings of others. 
6. Downsides to something.
8. A plan of action.
10. Using logic and reasoning.
13. The reason behind someone’s actions.
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Tips to Improve Decision-Making
.......................

Plan:
make a plan when faced with a decision; find resources to help 
gather relevant data

Advice:  
get advice from an expert; help with confidence

Perspective:  
know which are small and big decisions; devote more time on the 
bigger decisions; helps with flexibility and compromise

Time Management:  
set time limits and deadlines

Limitations: 
limit the number of choices; it’s easier to decide between chocolate 
or vanilla ice cream than it is to decide between 25 different flavors

Judgment:  
pros and cons of each choice

Rest:  
sleep on it; take a break; come back to it  
with fresh eyes
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2.

1. 1.

2.

3.

No, the risk is not 
worth the reward. 
Morena is risking 
her own credit 

for the reward of 
helping a friend. 

Although it would 
be nice to help 

a friend, the 
downsides are 

too great. Morena 
would be risking 

losing a friendship 
if payments are not 

made.

11

8

9

Anthony is a low-
level risk taker.

Examples will vary, 
but should be taken 

from the student’s 
real life. They should 

also reflect the 
correct risk-taker 

level.

7

Yes, the risk is worth 
the reward. Kai is 

risking his self-image 
for the reward of 

completing his goal. 
The downsides are 

very minimal. 

3.

Answers will vary.

1

2

3

4

5

6

B

F

C

D

A

E

a)  4 A

b)  4 C

1

2

3

C

A

B
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Risk vs. Reward
1.  Put a checkmark (3) next to the answer that is most correct. 

 a) What is the first step in balancing the relationship of risk and reward?

   A Level of risk.

   B Level of reward.

   C Level of stress. 

   D Level of opportunity.

 b) What is the second step in balancing the relationship of risk and reward?

   A Level of risk.

   B Level of reward.

   C Level of stress. 

   D Level of opportunity.

2. Match the level of risk-taking to the scenario.

Low

Medium

High

Breaking a promise to a friend.

Using your friends’ collected 

campsite rental money  

on a bet at the casino.

Ordering pineapple on a pizza  

for a group of friends.

1

2

3

A

B

C

EASY MARKING ANSWER KEY
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Risk vs. Reward
Actions have consequences or rewards. It is a gamble. 

Taking risks with your relationships can lead to something 

good or bad. Not taking the risk at all will lead to nothing. 

For example, taking the risk to ask a co-worker to hang 

out after work could lead to friendship. Or, it could lead to 

rejection. However, not taking the risk at all will surely lead 

to staying where you are. When faced with this situation, 

you must ask yourself: do you take the risk and possibly make a new friend? Or do you do 

nothing and surely stay where you are?

Taking risks can lead to opportunities. Its important to know 

when to take the risk and when to hold back. You will need 

to learn to balance this relationship of risk and reward.The  

first step in balancing this relationship is recognizing your 

level of risk. You must know what level of risk you’re comfortable taking.

“The higher the risk, the 
higher the reward.” But 
also, the higher the loss.

Below is a chart that shows the different levels of risk-takers.

Risk-Taker Level Description Example

Low You take risks that don’t carry a lot 
of bad outcomes. But the rewards 
are small.

You risk trying a new potato chip 
flavor. If you don’t like it, you’re only 
out a couple of bucks.

Medium You take risks that carry some bad 
outcomes. But the rewards are 
equal.

You risk being late to a concert by 
taking a later flight. It will save you 
a couple hundred dollars.

High You take risks that carry a lot of 
bad outcomes. But the rewards 
are bigger.

You invest in a company that 
could triple the amount of money 
you put in. Or it could take it all.

Anthony is on a first date. His partner wants to go rock climbing. Anthony is afraid of heights. 

He takes the risk and goes rock climbing. He’s hoping to impress his partner.

What level of risk-taker is Anthony? Circle one:  Low  Medium      High
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Problem-solving involves a series of steps:

 

In order to complete Step 3, you need to make a decision. This involves the decision-making 

process. You can either be a rational decision-maker, or an irrational decision-maker. You 

can also be both. First, use rational decision-making to gather all information. Make an 

informal decision. Then, use irrational decision-making to evaluate your choice. Use your gut 

feeling to decide whether you feel good about your choice. 

 

Practice this method of using your decision-making skills to solve a problem. Follow the steps 

below.

1. What is the problem? ________________________________________________________________

2. Brainstorm solutions: __________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

3. a) Informal decision: _________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

b) Gut feeling: _________________________________________________________________________

c) Chosen solution: _____________________________________________________________________

 
4. Testing phase. 

5. Did your solution solve the problem?   Yes    No

If no, go back to Step 3 and choose a different solution.

15

Solve Problems with Decision-Making

3

1. Identify the problem.

4. Test the solution.

2. Find solutions.

5. Evaluate the solution.

3. Pick a solution.
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Tips to Improve Decision-Making
.......................

Plan:
make a plan when faced with a decision; find resources to help 
gather relevant data

Advice:  
get advice from an expert; help with confidence

Perspective:  
know which are small and big decisions; devote more time on the 
bigger decisions; helps with flexibility and compromise

Time Management:  
set time limits and deadlines

Limitations: 
limit the number of choices; it’s easier to decide between chocolate 
or vanilla ice cream than it is to decide between 25 different flavors

Judgment:  
pros and cons of each choice

Rest:  
sleep on it; take a break; come back to it  
with fresh eyes


